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Alegent Health – A Prescription for Employee Treatment
The talk in human resources at Alegent Health a few years ago was about operating on a
sick and dying workforce. As recently as 2000, the 9,000-employee health-care organization had
550 open positions and a turnover rate of nearly 24 percent, which cost the company $15 million
a year (Strong medicine, 2004). The company formed an employee-retention task force to
address this problem. The nine-hospital system executed sweeping changes in all areas of
human resources. Of the many changes, the employee communication program, the reward and
recognition program and the nurse retention program produced huge returns on Alegent’s
fledging retention rates. Dave Gambino, Vice President of marketing and business
development, believes that happy employees, will deliver exceptional customer service – and
stay around (Employee satisfaction, 2003).
Alegent Health needed to do something to improve retention – specifically in the nursing
area. In 1998, nationwide enrollment in nursing schools dropped by 21% and the number of
registered nurses under the age of 30 dropped by 48% (Nurse Retention, 2007). Alegent Health
was competing with thousands of hospitals nationwide and with their current turnover rate of
24% - they needed to figure out a way to keep their staff (Szilagyi, 2006). What worked for one
staff member may not work for another so Alegent Health instituted a broadband approach to
change using their newly developed Employee Retention Task Force (Szilagyi, 2006). One area
they considered was managerial and employee communication.
The key to getting employees to communicate better and to keeping the company’s
progress on track is to build a quality interaction between the employee group and the
management team (Keefe, 2004). Alegent Health working in that direction instituted an
employee communication program that works top-down, bottom-up and in every other possible
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direction (Employee satisfaction, 2003). The Employee Relations Council, formed in 2001,
serves as a liaison between employees and senior management to address employee concerns and
issues. Alegent Health employees serve on the council from various professions and departments
within the organization. The Employee Relations Council has been so successful that it serves as
a model for other healthcare organizations hoping to establish such a program (Alegent health,
2007).
Another area that needed an overhaul was the recognition and reward program. The task
force instituted “Alegent One,” an employee recognition program that provides a way to not only
recognize employees but also allows for peer-to-peer recognition (Employee satisfaction, 2003).
Cash awards ranging from $5 to $1,000 are made in a highly public fashion; awardees are also
recognized at an annual dinner (Employee satisfaction, 2003). Dave Gambino’s expectation that
recognizing, rewarding and saying thank you to your employees worked. For 2003, Alegent
showed up among the top 10% in customer service surveys (Employee satisfaction, 2003).
Another program dealing specifically with nursing retention involved five specific
initiatives that helped Alegent’s turnover rate drop to 7.6% (Riley-Nocita, 2003). Compared to
the U.S. health care industry rate of 20% - these initiatives obviously caught on in a big way.
The initiatives tackled residency, scholarships, training, career advancement and school loans. A
quick look at each is listed below:
•

The Nursing Residency Program is a year-long mentor program that assigns a new
nursing graduate with a workplace mentor. The workplace mentors meet with their
graduates on a monthly basis and offer guidance and support (Riley-Nocita, 2003).

•

The Scholarship Program is a tuition payment program. Nursing students who qualify
are offered employment within Alegent Health Acute Care and Senior Health
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Services in exchange for tuition payment, which will be forgiven over 3 years of full
time (Riley-Nocita, 2003).
•

The Nurse Refresher Course is designed for nurses who have been out of a health
care setting for up to five years. In return for a commitment to work, Alegents will
pay for nurse modules at a local university as they prepare to return to a clinical
setting (Riley-Nocita, 2003).

•

The Career Advancement Program provides Alegent employees the opportunity to
become RN’s. Alegent pays for the employee students' tuition, books, and fees in
addition to a $700/month stipend. Employees must commit three years of
employment with the organization after becoming an RN (Riley-Nocita, 2003).

•

The Loan Forgiveness Program is designed to assist nurses in repaying outside school
loans. Nurses who agree to work full-time night shifts are eligible for up to $10,000
over 5 years, and nurses who work full-time day/evening shifts are eligible for up to
$5,000 over 5 years (Riley-Nocita, 2003).

It seems that Alegent Health learned and perfected the art of retaining employees. Mathis
and Jackson (2006) state that “organizations experience less turnover when they have positive,
distinctive cultures; effective management; and recognizable job security”. In making
broadbased changes, Alegent Health managed to touch each employee while doing all three.
Their positive distinctive culture was fostered when they allowed employees a voice in the
organization. Effective management was achieved with their mentor programs and recognition
programs. Finally, well-trained, well-paid and well-recognized employees, all speak to their job
security.
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It is no surprise that Alegent Health was named one of the “Best Places to Work in
Omaha” (Mathis and Jackson, 2006, p. 92). They are proof that human resource programs can
have a huge impact on your workforce. It may seem like a tremendous amount of work – and it
may cost money up front to fix problem areas. However, if you ask Alegent’s if it was all worth
it they may tell you to go ask one of their nurses – they have plenty.
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